
 
AP English Literature / Composition: 

Mrs. Serina 
 

● The Road by Cormac McCarthy is the first book we will discuss in AP.   

 

● Students should purchase How to Read Literature Like a Professor by Thomas C. Foster. Please read and annotate 

chapters 1-10. Be prepared to take a test on these chapters within the first week of the class. 

 

● Book notes (attached below) for The Road will be due within the first week of class. There will be time for you to ask 

questions about the booknotes and for me to model specific sections before it is turned in as a final grade, but it is 

important for you to have the majority, if not all of it, completed prior to the course beginning.   
 

 

Please contact Danielle Serina (danielleserina@pickens.k12.sc.us) with any questions. 

 

 

Book Notes for AP English Literature and Composition 

The purpose of constructing book notes on the course’s novels and plays is to give each student a complete record of the individual works.  

Through researching each work, the student has an intimate knowledge of the piece and its place in literature.  An added advantage of the notes is that the 

student will have a comprehensive study guide at his or her disposal in preparation for future college English courses and/or the AP exam.  

Type the entries in Times New Roman font at 12 points with one-inch margins.   Each section has a point value.  The sections total to 100 

points. This will count as a major grade.  Use the labels and order that I have listed (EXACTLY!).   

 

Copy this document and just fill it in. 

 
I.  Authorial Background (15 pts.) 

● Author’s name 

● Where, when born (city, state, country) 

● Death date and place (city, state, country) 

● What is going on in his or her country at the time—think about what is happening in the novel as well—do we see some 

of these events/situations occur in the novel/play?   (place a bulleted list below this heading of examples) 

● What happens to make him or her write this work—what/who influenced/motivated him or her? (cite source) 

● Note any major writing prizes won for this text or for the author for another work/achievement/etc. 

● Other works by this author 

 

II.  Literary Period/Country Notes (10 pts.)  

● Place the work in the right country.  When and where is the book written?  (not setting)  If this is different from where 

the book was published, please note it. 

● What were the general literary movements of the time (realism, modernism, etc.) 

● Definition/characteristics of this time period (cite source) (4—5 bullets) 

● How this work fits—or doesn’t (complete this by responding to the characteristics you have above and using specific 

examples from the text) (bullets should correspond to above bullets) 

 

III.  Setting (5 pts.) 

● Time, place 

● Significance to the work (consider thematic/symbolic ideas here—you can use Foster’s ideas if you want to look through 

the How to Read book) 

● Milieu—customs of the area (of the story!—especially those which are different from our customs)—culture (3—5 

bullets)   

 

IV.  Title Significance (5 pts.) 

● Tell the significance of the title.   

● Give a quote to support your analysis.   

● Consider the title as connected to theme, symbol, character development, etc. 

 

V.  Summary (5 pts.) 

This is the one time when you can write a plot summary and be rewarded for it!  It should not be very detailed.  Later, this will 

help in remembering the book.  Remember, not Shmoop or SparkNotes—give yourself some credit. (10 lines, bulleted) 
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VI.  Characters (15 pts.) 

(Amount of characters will vary by book, but you will always use a minimum of three characters—if there are multiple 

main characters, pick one to treat as main and treat the rest as secondary.  Make sure all major characters are 

discussed.) 

● Main/Major character  

o HOW and WHY this character changes (or doesn’t) with a quote to support your claim (5—7 traits.  Be sure to 

use traits both good and bad.) 

▪ Trait—qualify 

o Quote that supports this trait 

o Quote that supports this trait 

▪ Trait—qualify 

o Quote that supports this trait 

o Quote that supports this trait 

▪ Trait—qualify 

o Quote that supports this trait 

o Quote that supports this trait 

▪ Trait—qualify (no quotes necessary) 

▪ Trait—qualify (no quotes necessary) 

 

● Minor/Major characters (Remaining characters will have 4—5 traits and at least two quotes supporting the first two 

traits.) 

▪ Trait—qualify 

o Quote that supports this trait 

o Quote that supports this trait 

▪ Trait—qualify 

o Quote that supports this trait 

o Quote that supports this trait 

▪ Trait—qualify (no quotes necessary) 

▪ Trait—qualify (no quotes necessary) 

 

VII. Significant passage (10 pts.) 
(Choose at least five quotations from the book that struck you as memorable or outstanding) 

● Significant quote #1 (write at least two full lines of the quotation, cite the page number or act, scene and line number) 

o Why is this line memorable or outstanding to you? 

o What is this quote’s significance to the work? (will be related to theme, character development, tensions within 

the work, etc.)   (you will complete five of these exactly the same) 

 

VIII.  Themes of the book or play (15 pts.) 

In reading the work, you should have discovered the major themes of the book. Use two universal and one of your own. 

● Identify a major theme in a complete sentence  (you will complete 3-5 the exact same way) 
● Three quotes which support this theme (read next bullet) 

● Beneath each quote include one sentence explaining how this quote supports your theme.  

 

IX.  Prose Techniques (20 pts.) 

Find a passage of at least 100 words and copy/paste the entire passage.  Discuss the author’s diction, syntax, and imagery. 

 

● Imagery (mental images): 
o What type of imagery is being used (tactile, gustatory, auditory, visual, olfactory)? (can be more than one in passage) 

o Put brackets around examples of figurative language in the passage.  

o What is the author trying to convey or achieve by using imagery?  This should be a detailed discussion which will also 

relate to the tone of the passage. 

 

● Diction (word choice): 

o Is the language formal, informal, colloquial, or slang? 

o Choose 2 connotative words 

o Explain the connotation of the words vs. the denotation 

o What is the author’s overall reason for this type of diction? 

o Make a claim (in bold) using the following formula:  

 The author's name  



 plus an adjective (such as sophisticated, varied, inventive, sparkling, effective, carefully crafted, flashy, 

colloquial, folksy).  

 plus the term "diction"  

 plus the title of the text (italicized)  

 plus a strong verb (such as: demonstrates, creates, emphasizes, generates, fulfills)  

 plus the function of the word choices (what those choices do for the piece)  

 plus at least two example words from the text  

 

● Syntax (sentence structure):  
o Underline two sentences in the passage you’ve selected. What is the length of these sentences? (telegraphic, 

short, medium, or long) 

o Describe the overall type of sentences in the passage (Simple, Compound, Complex, Compound-Complex): 

o Are there any rhetorical questions in the passage? 

o Describe the overall use of punctuation in the passage.  

o How do the types of sentences and punctuation relate to what the author is trying to achieve? 

 

● Tone:  What is the overall tone of the passage? Why? 


